
Wireless environmental smart-
sensor system for aquaculture 
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CageSense® is a wireless smart-sensor monitor- 
ing system developed to boost productivity,  
improve sustainability and lower health and 
safety risks on modern fish farms. All with the 
ultimate goal of making your fish farm more 
profitable and fit for the future.

In order to achieve this, we have developed 
the smartest wireless aquafarm system in the 
world, focusing on usability through minimizing 
maintenance and making it easier than ever to 
install and expand your Smart fish farm.

Software still in development.



Wireless smart sensors
The CageSense® system is fully wireless, with 
the only cables required being the power 
and data cable going into the topside unit at  
the barge.

Superior battery life
By utilizing underwater smart IoT technology, 
our sensory probes provide a sensational  
rechargeable battery life of 6–24 months.

Plug and play 
Installing and expanding your smart farm has 
never been easier. CageSense® is in  fact so 
convenient that you can call it a PnP system.

Eco friendly
Avoiding miles of cables in and around your fish 
farm will make it more sustainable with a lower 
risk for health and safety challenges.

Intuitive dashboard
Our intuitive GUI is built to give you easy,  
immediate access to critical information, while 
still recording detailed datasets for more  
comprehensive analysis.

Open API
With a pledge to always keep our API open, we 
will never limit how you work with the analysis 
of the data our CageSense® system provides.
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Improve productivity and  
fish welfare with CageSense®
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